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Motivation: Accumulation

Rignot, 2006] and snowdrift has only a small contribution to
interannual changes in the surface mass balance [Lenaerts
et al., 2012]. We evaluate this hypothesis by first comparing
the mass gain that results from the accumulated snowfall
observed by CloudSat. We then use this snowfall to verify
the mass accumulation deduced from the precipitation
contained in ERA Interim re-analysis. Once verified, we use
reanalysis data to show how precipitation changes induced by
atmospheric circulation changes explain the observed sudden
increases in ice mass.
[15] The increase in mass due to accumulated precipitation

is equivalent to the integral over time of net precipitation in a
region. The snowfall observations of CloudSat confirm the
anomalously large accumulation of snow over Dronning
Maud Land starting in 2009 (Figure 2, top). The monthly
CloudSat and reanalysis precipitation time series are well
correlated (r = 0.63) over the CloudSat period. This suggests
that the anomalous mass gain observed by GRACE is
primarily a result of excess precipitation during the period
between 2009 and 2011, whereas ice dynamical processes
in this region have a rather small contribution. This is
further confirmed in reanalysis data. CloudSat precipitation
estimates and the re-analysis model output (Figure 2) are
very similar when integrated over the multi-year period,
a process that naturally reduces the sampling noise inherent
in the observations. The accumulation of net precipitation
anomaly over the region of interest derived from the ERA
Interim re-analysis also resembles the mass time series from
GRACE (Figure 2) for the entire GRACE period. All three
estimates of mass accumulation agree within the uncertainty
of the respective datasets. The mass increase from ERA
Interim’s forecasted net precipitation fields agree to within

10% with the mass increase based on the atmospheric
moisture convergence fields from the Japanese JRA-25 re-
analysis (not shown [Onogi et al., 2007; Landerer et al.,
2010]) which suggests that sublimation has little effect on
the accumulated mass.
[16] Given the good agreement between the re-analysis and

CloudSat precipitation and the overall consistency between
the snowfall information and GRACE mass anomalies,
we use the re-analysis data to place the 2009–2011 anomalies
in a longer-term context. The longer re-analysis time series
demonstrates that the mass accumulation in 2009–2011 is
exceptional over this particular coastal region compared to
the three preceding decades (Figure 2). While the snow
accumulation shows interannual fluctuations of !50 Gt
before 2009, over the past 3 years the mass increases by about
350 Gt. Both time series of precipitation rates from the ERA
Interim re-analysis and CloudSat suggest that the high
snowfall events leading to the mass accumulation primarily
occurred in May 2009 and June 2011. The precipitation in
these two months is 5–6 times higher than the standard
deviation of the ERA-Interim time series up to 2008
(Figure 2, bottom). Because the evaporation anomaly is small
and ice dynamical process are presumed to act at longer time-
scales, we attribute the GRACE mass anomaly in East-
Antarctica to these two distinct months with anomalously
high precipitation.
[17] To determine the origin of the snowfall anomalies

occurring in 2009 and 2011, we analyze the synoptic-scale
snowfall variability inMay, 2009 and June, 2011. A statistical
analysis indicates that the majority of snowfall in these
two months can be attributed to 5 periods of several days
each, 77% of the precipitation over Dronning Maud Land in
May 2009 occurred during the periods of May 6–7 ("15%),
May 17–20 ("28%) and May 24–27 ("34%). In June 2011
the highest amounts of snowfall are observed during June
19–21 ("20%) and June 23–28 ("43%). During these 9 days
snowfall amounted to 63% of total June 2011 precipitation.
[18] Figure 3 shows the spatial patterns of maximum

snowfall during these periods. Regions of high precipitation
are clearly restricted to the coast along Dronning Maud Land.
This spatial distribution is consistent with findings by
Schlosser et al. [2008] who showed that while the intensity in
snowfall is highly variable, precipitation is mostly limited to
the low-altitude coastal areas decreasing toward the higher
altitude inland plateau. In conjunction with these high snow-
fall events, a significant change in the atmospheric pressure
fields also occurred over Antarctica and the ocean north of
Dronning Maud Land (Figure 3). A seesaw pattern of high
and low pressure systems encircles the continent during the
periods of the precipitation events in May 2009 and June
2011. A dipole pattern of low and high pressure intersects
the continent and induces a strong pressure gradient over
Dronning Maud Land. High-pressure systems are associated
with an anticyclonic wind circulation that induces a poleward
flow along their western flanks. These anomalous pressure
patterns suggest that the northerly winds had driven warm and
moist air to the continent inducing cloud formation and
subsequent precipitation.
[19] In summary, the analysis of synoptic scale precipita-

tion and sea level pressure indicates that the stable and
strong pressure patterns over periods of several days in May
2009 and June 2011, have led to increased moisture flux
toward the Antarctic coast that resulted in anomalously high

Figure 2. (top) GRACE mass average over 30W–60E,
65S–80S (green) compared to integrated net precipitation
from ERA Interim (red) and CloudSat accumulated snowfall
(black). (bottom) ERA Interim net precipitation (black)
compared to CloudSat snowfall accumulation (red) and ERA
interim precipitation (blue dashed). Gray shading indicates
CloudSat error bars.
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A few strong snowfall events over Dronning Maud Land (DML) in 2009 and 2011 have been 
responsible for an anomalously high mass load over the East Antarctica counterbalancing the negative 
total mass trend over the Antarctic ice sheet (Boening et al. 2012, King et al. 2012). 

area (DML):
30W&60E; 65S-80S

Boening et al. 2012

GRACE Mass Anomaly
ERA-I integrated net precip
CloudSat precip

critical to understand underlying 
dynamical pathways, including 
moisture transport & sources



total ice-sheet accumulation:  
~80% during episodic events associated with ARs  

            (Gorodetskaya et.al.2014)

Dronning Maud Land (East Antarctica)
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Dronning Maud Land (East Antarctica)
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moisture transportCase study

“Atmospheric river”
Zhu&Newell (1998): “… the majority of the middle-latitude moisture flux occurs in 

the filamentary features, the rivers, …”

Detection (following Guan&Waliser,2015): 
• IVT > 85th percentile of monthly mean IVT 
• IVT > 100 kg m-1 s-1 

• exclude land areas
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16 FEB 2011 00:00 

16 FEB 2011 06:00 16 FEB 2011 12:00 

anomalous moisture transportCase study

14 FEB 2011 00:00 15 FEB 2011 00:00 



Case study precip associated with AR-event

14-18FEB

total AR %

max. ~ 75 mm (AR accumulated)



ocean
land
ice

precip associated with AR-eventCase study

precip over ocean vs land

landfall AR landfall 
mesocyclone



Case study

• local evaporation? 
• local convergence? 
• long-range transport?

PART I 

1. What is the moisture source?

2. What is this AR-thing?

PART II

AR is associated with snowfall/
ice-sheet accumulation



Case study



vertical structureCase study

LLJ >30 m s-1



air-sea exchange along ARCase study

15 FEB 2011 00:00 15 FEB 2011 00:00 

latent heat fluxsensible heat flux

cooling no evaporation
downward fluxes are positive 



moisture flux divergenceCase study

15 FEB 2011 00:00 



moisture budgetCase study
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moisture budgetCase study
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long range transport: isentropic viewCase study

15 FEB 2011 00:00 15 FEB 2011 00:00 



long range transport: isentropic viewCase study

16 FEB 2011 06:00 

15 FEB 2011 00:00 15 FEB 2011 00:00 

16 FEB 2011 06:00 

meso-cyclone enhancement 
of moisture transport

moisture transport // 
isentropic heights contours



long range transport: trajectoriesCase study

criteria:  
MF>250 gr kg-1 m s-1 

area: 0E-70E, 63S-78S

15 FEB 2011 12:00 

15 FEB 2011 12:00 

hPa

>650hPa

<650hPa



Summary
(global) hydrological context: 

*** ARs provide large scale, atmospheric link between 
oceanic evaporation and Antarctic ice-sheet growth 
*** ARs are actors in mid-high latitude interactions

(event) atmospheric science context: 
*** evaporation along the AR is virtually absent: 
indication of long-distance moisture transport 

*** mesoscale cyclone enhances moisture transport 
***  isentropic moisture transport —> direction 

determined by isentropic height contours

contact: annick.terpstra@uib.no





Motivation
surface mass balance: net balance 

between accumulation and ablation



Motivation
Accumulation:
- precip is only significant source term in mass 

budget of Antarctic ice-sheet 
- local sources ~non-existing 
- futurology perspective: large uncertainties

critical to understand dynamical 
mechanisms resulting in accumulation, 
including moisture transport & sources

Impact:
- ice-sheet growth/decline: global impact 

on sea-level rise 
- freshwater-budget over Southern ocean 
- cloud-radiative forcing





r · q~vh = ~vh ·rq + q (r · ~vh)
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